
Square Unfolded
Come and see

I do-you watch

I do-you help

You do-I help

You do-I watch

Label Pre D D1 D2 D3 D4

Discileship Stage Description Exploring Faith Emerging Disciple Growing Disciple Rising Disciple-maker Multiplying Disciple-maker

Mission

Experience
Getting to know People on Mission Learning Mission as a Concept Learning Mission as a Practice Growing into a lifestyle of Mission Mature Practitioner of Mission

Disciple's characteristics

Pre-Disciple:

- Ready to listen to Gospel

- Relationships with many disciples

- Working toward shared values and goals

- In need of help

Don't know that you don't know:

High Enthusiasm

High Confidence

Low Experience

Low Compitence

Know that you don't know:

Low Enthusiasm

Low Confidence

Low Experience

Low Compitence

Know what you know:

Increasing Enthusiasm

Intermittent Confidence

Growing Experience

Growing Compitence

Don't know what you know (intuitive):

High Enthusiasm

High Confidence

High Experience

High Compitence

Ledership style needed

- Invests time in the dicsiplce

- Share gospel as they listen

- Serve together

- Be served by them

- BLESS

Directive:

High Direction

Low Consensus

High Example

Low Explanation

Visionary/Coach:

High Direction

High Example

High Discussion

High Accessibility

Pastoral/Consensus:

Lower Direction

Higher Consensus

High Discussion

High Accessibility

Delegation:

Low Direction

High Consensus

Low Example

High Explanation

- Curious about the Christian faith.

- Is getting to know Jesus Christ.

- Has not declared himself / herself to be a follower of 

Jesus Christ.

- Continues to explore the Christian faith

- Declares himself/herself a follower of Jesus Christ 

in baptism

- Ready to embrace the life of a Disciple

- Knows how to listen to the Spirit and responds in 

obedience (circle).

- Is  imitating  Jesus' lifestyle by (triangle):

     - UP: Active spiritual disciplines - i.e. bible study & 

prayer

     - OUT: Able to identify pre-D people and build 

relationships with them (BLESS)

     - IN: Connected to others in spiritual community.

- Has a healthy work/rest rhythm (semi-circle)

-Has a basic understanding of the mission and values 

of Cochrane Alliance

- Lives a life of deepening dependence on the Spirit 

(hexagon)

- Has fully embraced Jesus' missional lifestyle in all 

spheres of life (i.e. personal, home and public):

     - UP: Deepening habit of spiritual disciplnes (e.g. 

service to the body & giving)

     - OUT: Activly shares the Gospel and inentionally 

serves people of peace (BLESS)

     - IN: Has a network of committed relationships in 

spiritual community (heptagon)

- Is developing resiliant beliefs in support of missional 

lifestyle (double tirangle)

- is aware of personal calling/gifting (pentagon) and is 

weaving it into missional lifestlye.

- Has demonstrated consistent growth; expereiences 

the fullness of the Spirit; and lives a life of  integrity

- Beginning to help other people grow as disciples  

(inv./chal. matirx)

- Is fully equipped to lead an individual through 

completion of D1 on the square (thru Emerging 

Disciple)

- Is personally invested in the kingdom building 

enterpises of Cochrane Alliance 

- Favours a team approach to being on mission

- has been identified as someone able to give 

leadership to other disciples.

- Continues to explore the Christian faith

- Declares himself/herself a follower of Jesus Christ 

in baptism

- Ready to embrace the life of a Disciple

- Knows how to listen to the Spirit and responds in 

obedience (circle).

- Is  imitating  Jesus' lifestyle by (triangle):

     - UP: Active spiritual disciplines - i.e. bible study & 

prayer

     - OUT: Able to identify pre-D people and build 

relationships with them (BLESS)

     - IN: Connected to others in spiritual community.

- Has a healthy work/rest rhythm (semi-circle)

-Has a basic understanding of the mission and values 

of Cochrane Alliance

- Lives a life of deepening dependence on the Spirit 

(hexagon)

- Has fully embraced Jesus' missional lifestyle in all 

spheres of life (i.e. personal, home and public):

     - UP: Deepening habit of spiritual disciplnes (e.g. 

service to the body & giving)

     - OUT: Activly shares the Gospel and inentionally 

serves people of peace (BLESS)

     - IN: Has a network of committed relationships in 

spiritual community (heptagon)

- Is developing resiliant beliefs in support of missional 

lifestyle (double tirangle)

- is aware of personal calling/gifting (pentagon) and is 

weaving it into missional lifestlye.

- Has demonstrated consistent growth; expereiences 

the fullness of the Spirit; and lives a life of  integrity

- Beginning to help other people grow as disciples  

(inv./chal. matirx)

- Is fully equipped to lead an individual through 

completion of D1 on the square (thru Emerging 

Disciple)

- Is personally invested in the kingdom building 

enterpises of Cochrane Alliance 

- Favours a team approach to being on mission

- has been identified as someone able to give 

leadership to other disciples.

- is a model of the Christ-centred , Spirit-filled life 

and is able to help others in that pusuit

- Is fully equipped to lead an individual through 

completion of D3 on the square (thru Rising 

Discipler)

- is able to teach all the lifeshapes and apply them to 

life.

- missional lifestyle demonstrated by network of 

relationships with those who have been personally 

discipled by her/him

Exploded view of Discipleship Process (The Square)

Nature of 
Relationships

Process 
Details

Entry Characteristics

Exit  Characteristics

Descriptions 
of Stages

See Listing of Disciple-making Sub-processes 



Pre-D D1 D2 D3 D4

Exploring Faith Emerging Disciple Growing Disciple Rising Discipler
Multiplying 

Discipler

Sunday Worship Gatherings X X X X X

Regular opportunities to respond to the Gospel are presented in 

worship services *
X X X X X

Revamped Baptism class X

Road to Emmaus (bible reading) X

Hearing God (prayer) X

Revamped Membership class X

Mini huddle experince on first three shapes X

Intercessory prayer training X

Opportunities to volunteer and serve in church hub programs X

LTB opportunities X

VP3 process The Journey Way of Life
Walking with 

Others

Pinging mechanisms for leadership/leadership development X

Small and Mid-sized groups living out BLESS X X X X X

Small Groups to run Alpha periodically X

Learning three Life Shapes in small group a.) Up|In|Out; b.) 

Learning Circle; and c.) Life Balance.
X

2:4 groups provide environment for life on life mentoring X X

small groups provide environment for 3 dimensional discipling 

life
X X

"come away with me" Holy Spirit weekend Participate
Participate / 

Facilitate
Facilitate

potential leaders are identified and invited into Huddle X

leaders are Huddling with other D3 X

LTB opportunities X

VP3 process The Journey Way of Life
Walking with 

Others

Shaded areas are still indevelopment

Listing of Disciple-making Sub-Processes
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WHY TWO CONTEXTS?
We sense that decentralized structures are better possitioned to grow people as disciples, but we also know that currently 
decentralized structures aren't for everyone, so we feel called to use a blended approach (Hub and Orbital). In the future we envision 
more emphasis on decentralized  Missional Community (Orbital)  structures.

* We believe that all people need invitations to respond to the gospel, but those invitations will be different 
depending on where people are at on their disicpleship journey: 
 
Pre-D:  Invitations to become a follower of JC and be baptized 
 
D1:        Invitations to repent of sin and to more fully embrace an UP, IN and OUT lifestyle 
 
D2:        Invitations to be filled with the HS and to take new risks in mission and to spiritual disciplines 
 
D3:        Invitations to be filled with the HS and to actively disciple others 
 
D4:        Invitations to Rest, Simplicity, and Humility  and continued service 
                        (endurance and renewed spiritual discipline)  
               AND to consider leadership within the church (perhaps even full-time Christian ministry ) 



 

Disciple-Making Process for Cochrane Alliance 

Our vision is to be a church transformed by Christ, 
multiplying Christ-centered homes, renewed lives and missional disciples  

in Cochrane, Canada and the world. 

We pursue this vision by: Gathering to worship God; Nurturing Christian community in all sizes and forms; 
Launching and supporting people to serve people in Cochrane and around the world; Developing 
partnerships that expand our capacity to serve and bless other; Supporting people in crisis; Celebrating and 
partying whenever we can. 

1
 At the heart of all this activity we want to be, we must be about making disciples!  

How do we go about that? We think we’ve found a simple process that doesn’t get bogged down with heavy 
management requirements because it’s based on Jesus’ example for how he made disciples who could make 
disciples who make disciples. This process provides an effective measuring stick for all the activities that we 
set out to engage in. 

Simple Process of Discipleship2: 
 Pre-D:  Exploring Faith 

 D1: Emerging Disciple 

 D2: Growing Disciple 

 D3: Rising Disciple-maker 

 D4: Multiplying Disciple-maker 

A Simple Disciple-making Lifestyle: 

Begin with prayer (for the people of peace around us) 

Listen for where God is at work (in their lives) 

Eat together 

Serve with and be served by others 

Share the story (of the gospel) 

Snakes and Ladders –Reality Check3 
While this discipleship process is essentially linear, we understand that life is never as 

straight forward as that. It’s often a combination of forward progress and struggles 

that pull us back. This expereince is normal and it’s part of the human condition. Our 

spiritual journeys can be like a game of snakes and ladders; our circumstances and 

mistakes work against us in our pursuit of the full life with Jesus. 

We acknowledge this reality. Some of our family members will go through tough transitions; some will 

navigate a crisis; some just need help sorting through the baggage of life. As a family we support each other 

through these tough times. This “square” process is meant as a measuring stick for our family activities, not a 

stick to drive people to conform to some abstract standard.  

                                                           
1 This vision and how we live it out are lifted out of our internal document, Cochrane Alliance Church Communication Platform Aug. 13, 2014, 

v1.6. 
2 This process is adapted from the 3DM life shape, The Square. Cf. Mike Breen, Building a Discipling Culture (Pawleys Island, SC: Three 

Dimensional Ministries, 2011), ch 9. 
3 Thanks to Yolanda Bosma for the observation and the analogy. 
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